Abstract-Rougher flotation, composed of unit processes operating at a fast time scale and economic performance measurements known as operational indices measured at a slower time scale, is very basic and the first concentration stage for flotation plants. Optimizing operational process for rougher flotation circuits is extremely important due to high economic profit arising from the optimality of operational indices. This paper presents a novel off-policy Q-learning method to learn the optimal solution to rougher flotation operational processes without the knowledge of dynamics of unit processes and operational indices. To this end, first, the optimal operational control for dualrate rougher flotation processes is formulated. Second, HÝ tracking control problem is developed to optimally prescribe the set-points for the rougher flotation processes. Then, a zero-sum game off-policy Q-learning algorithm is proposed to find the optimal set-points by using measured data. Finally, simulation experiments are employed to show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
R OUGHER flotation processes connected by several flotation cells in a serial structure are composed of flotation cell control processes, operating at a fast time scale and economic benefit measurement known as operational indices calculated at a slow time scale. Roughing is the first and basic stage of flotation processes which also include cleaning, scavenger, regrinding, and classification circuits, and its primary objective is to obtain the valuable mineral recovery as much as possible subject to great energy consuming. Optimizing economic benefit by trading off increase of recovery rate and decrease of energy consumption, or keeping it following a desired value by forcing concentrate grades and tail grades to proper trajectories at a fast time scale is a key issue. It is desired to find optimal set-points for rougher flotation circuits to ensure that the economic operational indices stay within their target ranges or at their desired target values like most of industrial operational processes [1] - [3] .
Most existing literature about rougher flotation processes mainly focused on control and optimization of the basic device loops, i.e., concentrate grades and tail grades are controlled or are optimally controlled to desired set-points [4] - [15] . Optimal control [4] , adaptive control [5] - [7] , multivariable control [8] , expert control [9] , and multivariable predictive control [10] , [11] were developed and adopted in rougher flotation circuits. Based on the previous work given in [11] - [13] , Rojas and Cipriano [14] presented multivariable model based predictive control (MPC) strategies with consideration of the intermediate cell grade estimates for a rougher circuit, such that concentrate grades and tail grades can follow the desired values by the optimal approach. Maldonado et al. [15] implemented dynamic programming to minimize the Cu tailing grade in each cell given a final Cu concentrate grade by considering phenomenological models.
Actually, optimal control for achieving regulation and optimization of the local processes and an optimization procedure used to generate the set-points that maximize the economic performance function are both involved in a general industrial process control scheme [16] . Chai et al. [17] and Liu et al. [18] presented real-time optimization (RTO)-based set-point compensation method by integrating RTO with MPC technique and applied it into a rougher flotation process. Fan et al. [19] pro-posed set-point compensation by designing feedback control strategy to achieve desired operational index. Note that the setpoint compensation methods [17] - [19] require the dynamics of the rougher flotation process to be accurately known, which, in general, is very difficult to obtain in practical flotation industrial environment since there exist disturbance, chemical, and physical reactions between ore and chemicals [1] , [2] . Therefore, the difficulty of knowing exact models of rougher flotation processes motivates us to attempt data-driven optimal control research for achieving optimality of dual-rate rougher flotation processes.
Neural network methods and case-based-reasoning intelligent control methods have been developed to design or correct prescribed optimal set-points for large-scale complex industrial processes without requiring complete knowledge of the system dynamics [1] , [2] , [20] , [21] . Q-learning, one of reinforcement learning (RL) schemes, is also called action-dependent heuristic dynamic programming and can be used to solve optimal control problems [22] - [24] . One of the strengths of Q-learning is that it has a capability of evaluating utility and updating control policy without requiring models of the environment [22] - [24] . Especially off-policy Q-learning including behavior policies and target policies is more practical and efficient technique compared with on-policy Q-learning [22] - [24] for dealing with optimal control problem as it can generate data of systems for enriching data exploration while the target policies are updated to find the optimal policies but not to be employed to systems [25] , [26] . Particularly, adding probing noise into the behavior policy does not produce bias of solution when implementing policy evaluation [25] . Therefore, the advantages of off-policy Q-learning also motivate us to attempt off-policy Q-learning research for optimal control of rougher flotation processes. However, to our knowledge, how to design off-policy Q-learning algorithm and use it to OOC problem of rougher flotation processes with completely unknown dynamics of controlled unit processes and unknown functional dependence of economic operational index generation have not been developed yet. The off-policy Q-learning algorithm design to achieve OOC for rougher flotation circuits is challenging due to dual rates and nonlinearities existed in complex rougher flotation circuits.
In this paper, an off-policy Q-learning algorithm is presented to learn optimal set-points for rougher flotation processes using only measured data, such that economic benefit tracks the desired value by forcing the concentrate grades and tail grades of the lower layer control loops to the set-points. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
1) Different from model-based OOC methods [17] - [19] , a novel off-policy Q-learning algorithm is presented to approximate the solutions to the discrete-time (DT) game Bellman equation and learn the optimal set-points for the rougher flotation circuits without requiring any knowledge of the system dynamics. 2) By contrast to the neural network methods and intelligent control methods [1] , [2] , [21] , [22] , the proposed Qlearning algorithm can approximate the optimal set-point by interacting with the rougher flotation environment, and it is an off-policy RL approach wherein the target policies are evaluated and updated until convergence while they do not need to be applied to systems. In this sense, this off-policy Q-learning is more practical and feasible for complex industrial applications. The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section II formulates OOC problem for rougher flotation processes. Section III constructs HÝ tracking problems for the OOC problem. Section IV presents an on-policy Q-learning method for achieving Nash equilibrium by using zero-sum game method and stability of the optimal solution. In Section V, an off-policy Q-learning algorithm is proposed to learn optimal set-points using data generated from rougher flotation processes. Section VI verifies the effectiveness of the proposed method for rougher flotation processes. Conclusions are stated in Section VII.
II. OOC FORMULATION FOR ROUGHER FLOTATION PROCESSES
In this section, the OOC problem of dual-rate rougher flotation process is formulated, along with lower ayer rougher flotation cells with fast sampling and upper layer economic operational control with slow updating as shown in Fig. 1 . Frother and collector.
Sampling time instant of the lower layer control loop,n = 0, 1, . . .
Optimal set-point and approximate optimal set-point.
Partial derivatives with respect to x, u,r, and y, respectively.
First-order and second-order derivatives, respectively.
∂ y g l Second-order partial derivatives with respect to x, u, r, and y, respectively. x le , u le , r e , y le ,ŷ e Equilibrium points. γ, β Attenuation factor γ > 0 and discount factor 0 < β ≤ 1.
B. Lower Layer Rougher Flotation Process Dynamics
A rougher flotation process consists of several cells, whose nonlinear dynamics can be expressed aṡ
where f l (x l (t), u l (t)) and p l (x l (t)) are assumed to be secondorder continuously differentiable. The objective of the lower layer loop control is to ensure the control output to steadily track the set-points input by the operational control layer. To this end, a digital output feedback PI controller is employed as follows:
where
is the summation of the tracking errors, and its dynamic can be expressed in the following form:
C. Economic Benefit Optimization
Since economic benefit is closely related to the concentrate grade, the tail grade and the control input of rougher flotation process, and their relationship usually shows nonlinear feature, then the following nonlinear function is employed to show the dynamics of the economic benefit:
where the nonlinear function
is usually second-order continuously differentiable. In order to render the economic benefit to a desired value by the optimal approach, the goal of this paper is to design optimal set-points for achieving the optimal control of the economic benefit by minimizing the following performance index:
where Q and R are positive semidefinite matrix and positive definite matrix, respectively. Remark 1: Naturally the discount factor β is introduced into (5) since the set-point w(k) usually depends on the desired operational index r * and r * = 0. Problem 1 is given to clearly formulate the OOC problem for rougher flotation circuits.
Problem 1: Control objective:
It is quite hard to solve Problem 1 due to: 1) nonlinear dynamics constraints of the rougher flotation cells and the economic benefit index.
2) The dual rates, i.e., fast sampling rate in the lower layer control loops and slow operational velocity in the upper layer economic benefit operational control.
III. HÝ TRACKING CONTROL FOR ROUGHER FLOTATION PROCESSES
This section focuses on converting Problem 1 into HÝ tracking control problem for rougher flotation operational processes. First, the rougher flotation process operating at steady state is linearized using Taylor series expansion. Second, the lifting technique [17] - [19] is employed for dealing with the dual-rate sampling, and further Problem 1 is transformed into HÝ tracking control problem for finding the optimal solution.
A. Linearization of Rougher Flotation Process
Since the dynamics of rougher flotation process are approximately linear near steady-state points [14] , [17] - [19] , then (1) and (4) are rewritten using the Taylor series expansion aṡ 
. κ, υ, τ are real numbers between r e and r(k),ŷ e andŷ(k), u e and u(k), respectively.
Remark 3: Since systems (1) and (4) are linearized in terms of Taylor series expansion due to their steady operation at steady state, the solution of the focused OOC problem in this paper is essentially suboptimal.
B. Lifting Technique for Dual-Rate Rougher Flotation Processes
Since digital controller (2) is employed, then system (7) is in fact the following DT system:
T 0 is the sampling period of the rougher flotation cells.
An augmented system is constructed by defining a compact
T yields the following compact form for the rougher flotation process:
And (8) can be rewritten as
wherē
It is well known that data are measured at the time instant n in the lower layer flotation cell, while the economic benefit value is updated at the time instant k = N 0 n in the upper layer operational control loop. Then, the following form holds:
and (11) is rewritten in terms of slow time scale as
whereÃ
wherẽ
Remark 4: Here, the desired economic benefit is constant, i.e., r * (k + 1) = r * (k). Note that the residual error χ(k) is dependent on the state X(k) of augmented system (15) by the definition of χ(k). For solving Problem 1, χ(k) should be considered as the disturbance corresponding to the state X(k). Thus, the OOC problem shown in Problem 1 can be formulated as the HÝ tracking control problem below.
Problem 2: Find a set-point w(k) = w(X k ) satisfying 1) the attenuation condition below for a specific attenuation factor γ > 0:
2) The tracking error e r (k) (e r (k) = r(k) − r * ) converges to zero.
IV. ON-POLICY Q-LEARNING FOR SOLVING HÝ CONTROL BASED ON ZERO-SUM GAME
This section shows how to find the solution of Problem 2 by using zero-sum game based Q-learning method.
Define a new performance index in terms of (16) as
Actually solving HÝ tracking control problem is equivalent to maximizing and minimizing the cost function (17) by using zero-sum game approach [24] - [29] , that is,
Define the value function as
Combining with w
referring to [24] and [30] . By (19) , the action-dependent optimal Q-function is defined as
and one has
Thus, Proposition 1 is naturally derived by referring to [24] .
H is denoted as ⎡ ⎢ ⎣
and
T . By Proposition 1, one has the Q-function-based game Bellman equation:
Implementing
yields the optimal set-point and the worst disturbance as
where the matrix H satisfies (25) . The policy iteration is used to learn the optimal set-point and the worst disturbance.
Remark 5:
Note that Algorithm 1 is in fact an on-policy Q-learning approach wherein the disturbance χ(k) needs to be updated and act the rougher flotation cells using χ
X k , while it essentially is the residual error generated by linearizing the nonlinear dynamics and cannot be 
3. Policy update:
X(k)
4. Stop when H j − H j +1 ≤ ε with a small constant ε (ε > 0). Fig. 2 . Off-policy Q-learning scheme by using zero-sum games.
specified. Moreover, as pointed out in [25] , adding probing noise to the set-point results in a bias in solving the real value of H j +1 . Compared with on-policy Q-learning, off-policy Q-learning is more practical technique for handling optimal control problem as it can overcome the two shortcomings generated by on-policy Q-learning. Hence, the sequels will be devoted to design offpolicy Q-learning algorithm for achieving optimal operation of rougher flotation processes.
V. OFF-POLICY Q-LEARNING ALGORITHM
This section first presents an off-policy Q-learning algorithm for learning the optimal set-point and the worst disturbance using only data, and then rules used for selecting the optimum set-point are proposed as shown in Fig. 2 .
A. Derivation of Off-Policy Q-Learning Algorithm
Q-function-based Lyapunov equation is given as follows by using (27) :
−γ 2 I).
Introducing the auxiliary variables w
Along the trajectory of (31), one has
Since P j +1 and H j +1 have the same relationship as that shown in (24) , then the off-policy Q-function game Bellman equation can be obtained
Consider that the relationship between H j +1 and P j +1 is same as that shown in (23), (33) can be rewritten as
can be calculated as
B. Off-Policy Q-Learning Algorithm
Remark 6: In Algorithm 2, a specific behavior set-point and a specific behavior disturbance are applied to generate data of rougher flotation operational process while the behavior setpoint is tracked by the output of lower layer control loops, thus, the data (x l (n), E l (n), r(k)) can be first collected. Then, the set-point w j (k) = −K j 1 X(k) and the disturbance policy χ j (k) = −K j 2 X(k) are evaluated and updated using the collected data, but they are not applied to the rougher flotation operational processes, which is different from the on-policy RL [22] - [24] , [30] where the target set-point and target disturbance under evaluation are applied to systems to collect data.
Remark 7: The initial stabilizing gains K 0 1 and K 0 2 can be obtained easily based on operator's rich experience. Besides, HÝ control method can be used to yield an initial stabilizing control policy for systems [31] .
To accurately estimate the real value of L j +1 in (34) by using the recursive least squares or batch least squares, the behavior set-point should be in the form of the w(k) + e(k)(e(k) is a probing noise) to guarantee the persistence of excitation [22]-Algorithm 2: Off-Policy Q-Learning algorithm.
1. Data collection: Collect system data (x(n), E(n), r(k)) from the rougher flotation operational process using a behavior set-point w(k) and a behavior disturbance χ(k) and store them in the sample sets H 1, 2, . . . , 6) are estimated in terms of (34) using the collected data in
Step 1, and then K j 1 and K j 2 are updated in terms of (35) and (36);
≤ l 2 (l 1 and l 2 are small positive numbers), then stop the iteration and the optimal set-points have been obtained. Otherwise, let j = j + 1 and go back to Step 3.
[27], [29] - [31] . Lemma 1 is presented to show no bias result from adding probing noise in Algorithm 2.
Lemma 1: Let H j +1 be the solution to (32) with the behavior set-point w(k), then it is equivalent to the solution to (32) with the behavior set-point w(k) + e(k) (e(k) = 0).
Proof: If the behavior set-point is w(k) + e(k), then the collected data X(k + 1) is in factX(k + 1) with the form of
Substituting (37) and w(k) + e(k) into (32) yields
By (37) and (31), (38) becomes (32). Hence, adding the probing noise during learning in the proposed off-policy Q-learning algorithm cannot produce bias. This completes the proof.
is the solution of (27)- (29) if and only if it is the solution of (34)-(36).
Proof: It is easily concluded that if (
is the solution of (27)- (29), then it can satisfy (34)-(36) from the above derivation. Next the fact that the solution of (34)-(36) is also the solution of (27)- (29) will be shown.
Note that (34) is equivalent to (33) by checking them. Thus, the solution of (34) can make (33) hold. Subtracting (33) from (32), one has
Due to
X(k) and the definition of z(k), the solution of (39) is equivalent to that of (27) .
Moreover, (35) and (36) are the same as (28) and (29) . This completes the proof.
From Theorem 1, it is easy to know that w j (k) and χ j +1 (k) learned by Algorithm 2 can converge to the Nash equilibrium solution w * (k) and χ
since the convergence of solutions of Algorithm 1 has been proven in [27] and [29] .
Remark 8: One can notice that the existing model-free OOC methods [1] , [2] , [20] , [21] depended on the operator's experience or presented the neural-network based set-points design on the premise that the optimal performance indices are known a priori. The proposed off-policy RL method in this paper can learn the optimal set-points for achieving OOC of operational processes for completely unknown dynamics of controlled unit processes and unknown function of operational index.
Remark 9: In contrast to the on-policy Q-learning method [22] - [24] , [30] , the arbitrary behavior policy is introduced in the off-policy Q-learning method, which is used to generate data of systems for enriching data exploration while the target policies, especially disturbance policy, are updated to find the optimal policy but not to be employed to systems. Particularly, adding probing noise into the behavior policy would not produce bias of solution when implementing policy evaluation [25] . Actually, Algorithm 2 can also be applied into other stages of flotation processes such as cleaning, scavenger, regrinding, and classification circuits, and therefore the optimal operation of the whole flotation processes can be achieved.
C. Optimum Set-Point Selector
In practical rougher flotation operational processes, the setpoints followed by the concentrate grades and the tail grades are usually bounded, i.e., w l ∈ [w l min , w l max ], where w l max and w l min are nonnegative real vectors with w l min ≤ w l max . To satisfy the constraint of set-points, the following rules are presented to get the optimum set-pointŵ *
The set-point derived by the above rules can guaranteeŵ j +1 k to converge to the optimal set-points, i.e.,
Proof: By Rule 1 and Rule 2, one haŝ
where α = 0 or 1. Thus,
Since w * k can guarantee the stability of the whole operational process (15) , then w * (40) holds. This completes the proof.
Remark 10: Refined Ziegler-Nichols method can design the PI controller parameters for the lower layer control loop [1] , [2] , [17] - [19] . 
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the proposed off-policy Q-learning algorithm is verified in the rougher flotation operational process with two cells. Moreover, the dual rates operation is analyzed and proper comparisons are made to show the contributions of this paper.
The flotation models according to mass balance in froth and pulp phases are given as [14] , [17] - [19] 
The concentrate grade and the tail grade in cell l, respectively, are The general concentrate grade and the recovery, respectively, are Table I First, we implement Algorithm 2 to learn the optimal setpoint. Set the sampling interval of the lower layer device loops and the updating period of the upper layer operational control loop to be 1 and 30 min, respectively. Fig. 3 . The learned optimal set-point gain K * 1 is presented in (46). The optimal set-point can be further approximated by combining with Rule 1 and Rule 2.
In the real operation of rougher flotation process, it is hard to avoid external disturbance and measurement errors. Hence, the external disturbance signal and measurement noise are assumed as 0.05e
T is a vector with v i (t) ∈ [0, 1], i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and put into cell 1 and cell 2, respectively: Then, three cases of the updating periods of the upper layer operational control loop (a): 10 min, (b): 30 min, and (c): 120 min are taken into account [see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5(a) ] for showing the tracking results of the set-points and the economic operational index. In Fig. 5(a) , one can find that the longer it takes to follow the desired economic benefit, the slower updating period of upper layer operational process is. While the fast updating rate of upper layer operational control loop also can bring increasing computational load. In general, proper updat-ing rate of the upper layer operational process should be chosen according to the requirements of practical industrial operations. Moreover, the results shown in Figs. 4 and 5(a) also indicate that the proposed off-policy Q-learning method has good performance and robustness to both disturbance and measurement errors.
The comparisons with the fixed set-point method and the intelligent control method [1] , [2] are made under the same initial operational scenario listed in Table I T . The set-points in the intelligent control method are adjusted according to the error between the desired economic benefit and the real value. The tracking results of economic benefit and calculated recovery are, respectively, shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c), where one can see that the better tracking result and high recovery rate are obtained by using the proposed off-policy RL algorithm, since the operators' experience based fixed set-points maybe not the optimal set-points. Moreover, the increments of set-points in the intelligent control method are chosen also based on the operators' experience, then the improper increments could produce negative effects on tracking the desired economic benefit and mineral recovery.
VII. CONCLUSION
The data-driven OOC problem was addressed for dual-rate rougher flotation operational processes by presenting an offpolicy Q-learning algorithm without requiring the knowledge of dynamics of lower layer rougher flotation cells and economic benefit operation. Combined with zero-sum games method, Qfunction-based game Bellman equation was derived for solving the optimal set-point and the worst disturbance. Further, an offpolicy game Bellman equation was presented to find improved target set-point by evaluating the target set-point and the target disturbance using collected data. Simulations were implemented to show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
